Good Morning, I’m Keyonda Smith, your Instructional Designer here at Trident university.
You are attending the Curriculum Innovation’s Work group series presentation on the
components of how to ensure accessibility in your online course. There will be a few
knowledge checks as we navigate the materials.
However, If there are any questions, comments, concerns – I will be sure to provide you the
opportunity at the conclusion of the presentation.
Let’s start with a very brief synopsis of the Curriculum Innovation workgroup.
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The Curriculum Innovation work group focuses on the deliberate actions to improve
Trident’s learning environment by adapting a variety of methods when presenting
instructional materials to learners. This group was developed to explore and examine
innovative instructional strategies that involve increased interactions among learners and
faculty, creating authentic assessments, and engaging course content.

When curriculum innovation or change is made in the online classroom, it has the
potential to enhance transferable skills and focus on unique methods for teaching
historical, technological or organizational lessons.
Curriculum innovation is being investigated here at Trident, to encourage our
learners and faculty to make full use of the D2L learning management system
functionality, while considering adult learning theory and course delivery best
practices.
An innovative curriculum relies on learners to autonomously interact with the
course materials, while the instructor serves as a mentor or guide instead of taking
the role of the primary expert or one who controls the learning. This is the
difference between student‐centered and teacher‐centered instruction.
Lastly, Curriculum innovation encourages educators to defy the norm and think
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outside of the box to reach all types of learners with individualized styles instead of
focusing on lessons that are effective for just a few average online learners.
Therefore, To prepare you for what’s occurring in this webinar, there are going to be
several knowledge checks and At the conclusion there will be the opportunity for
questions, comments, concerns.
This presentation should take approximately 45 minutes, with time left at the end for those
inquiries.
So, If you’re ready, we’ll get started.
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During this webinar, I will discuss:
• The definition of Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
• The Principles of UDL
• Designing a UDL course
• Applying UDL in an online environment
• UDL‐friendly assessments
• Resources
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According to Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008 (HEOA), the term UNIVERSAL
DESIGN FOR LEARNING means a scientifically valid framework for guiding
educational practice that:
(A) provides flexibility in the ways information is presented, in the ways students
respond or demonstrate knowledge and skills, and in the ways students are
engaged; and
(B) reduces barriers in instruction, provides appropriate accommodations, supports,
and challenges, and maintains high achievement expectations for all students,
including students with disabilities and students who are limited English
proficient.
This framework that addresses the primary barrier to fostering expert learners

within instructional environments: inflexible, “one‐size‐fits‐all” curricula. It is
inflexible curricula that raise unintentional barriers to learning. Learners who are “in
the margins”, such as learners who are gifted and talented or have disabilities, are
particularly vulnerable. However, even learners who are identified as “average” may
not have their learning needs met due to poor curricular design.
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There are 3 primary principle of UDL, which are based on neuroscience research.
These principles provide the underlying framework for the Guidelines. Multiple
means of representation, action and expression, and engagement. Let’s explore
these further.
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The first principle is Multiple Means of Representation:
Learners differ in the ways that they perceive and comprehend information that is
presented to them. For example, those with sensory disabilities (e.g., blindness or
deafness); learning disabilities (e.g., dyslexia); language or cultural differences, and
so forth may all require different ways of approaching content. Others may simply
grasp information quicker or more efficiently through visual or auditory means
rather than printed text. Also learning, and transfer of learning, occurs when
multiple representations are used, because it allows students to make connections
within, as well as between, concepts. In short, there is not one means of
representation that will be optimal for all learners; providing options for
representation is essential.
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The second principle, Action and Expression.

Learners differ in the ways that they can navigate a learning environment and
express what they know. For example, individuals with significant movement
impairments (e.g., cerebral palsy), those who struggle with strategic and
organizational abilities (executive function disorders), those who have language
barriers, and so forth approach learning tasks very differently. Some may be able to
express themselves well in written text but not speech, and vice versa. It should
also be recognized that action and expression require a great deal of strategy,
practice, and organization, and this is another area in which learners can differ. In
reality, there is not one means of action and expression that will be optimal for all
learners; providing options for action and expression is essential.
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And the 3rd principle of Engagement:

Affect represents a crucial element to learning, and learners differ markedly in the
ways in which they can be engaged or motivated to learn. There are a variety of
sources that can influence individual variation in affect including neurology, culture,
personal relevance, subjectivity, and background knowledge, along with a variety of
other factors presented in these guidelines. Some learners are highly engaged by
spontaneity and novelty while other are disengaged, even frightened, by those
aspects, preferring strict routine. Some learners might like to work alone, while
others prefer to work with their peers. In reality, there is not one means of
engagement that will be optimal for all learners in all contexts; providing multiple
options for engagement is essential.
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Research maintains that online instructors should be learner‐centered when
designing a class. Because online classes and technology can level the power
relationships in a class, students often take over their own learning. The teacher
and the learners become partners in the process, and learners become more self‐
regulated.
A few weeks ago, I created a webinar discussing Accessibility, so we won’t go into
great detail during this presentation, however we will cover the features of
Accessibility that are beneficial to UDL.
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For example, an essay test rather than multiple choice questions could be given to
assess the learning outcomes based on a rubric of education goals included in the
syllabus. Some students would benefit from a meeting with the instructor and be
assessed through an oral examination to assess understanding
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When designing content in an online class, the instructor should consider how a
screen reader for the visually impaired will provide the content to the learner. A
screen reader cannot read graphics, so if a graphic such as a picture is used, it
should be described with text. D2L provides the ability to add text to the graphic.
This also makes it easier to search items from the class later on, if there is a text
component to the graphics
.
Additionally, insure that the student can navigate the screen and move from page to page
without the requirement of a mouse. The elements used set up the online class should be
accessible for navigation through the keyboard only, since some learners may not be able
to physically operate a mouse. The pages should be clean, uncluttered, consistent, simple
and well organized. There should be headings and subheadings that do not rely on color.
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It is important for instructors to teach and model discussion board etiquette. Organizing
discussions topics in advance so that students can keep track of topics is important.
• Instruct students to avoid creating a new thread unless they are indeed introducing a
new idea.
• Students should add to the thread they are responding to.
• If there is a new idea, then, and only then should a new discussion thread may be
opened.
• If a student with a screen reader sees a new idea in a discussion it can become quite
confusing. Instructors should train students to keep the discussion threads consistent,
and explain why it is important to do so.
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The use of multimedia content online is an effective and efficient way to provide
information to students online. There are thousands of educational video clips available
that can be linked or embedded into an online class for students to view. However, when
considering UDL principles, some are better than others.
• Closed captioned videos (making the auditory content visual) are essential to providing
all learners with the best quality video and content.
• One of the most popular sites to find educational videos is YouTube, but the ability to
access closed captioning is quite unreliable; some are well captioned, some are poorly
captioned, and some are not captioned at all.
• There are many sites that provide closed captioned videos or closed captioning services
that are easy to find and use
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Exploring these examples and resources not only helps to clarify what is meant by each of
the checkpoints but also gives teachers ideas of ways to implement UDL in their
classrooms.
Next, is CAST. As part of its barrier‐busting mission, CAST offers a number of robust (and
free) learning tools. These tools, designed and tested as part of CAST’s research projects,
help educators, parents, and students experience the power of flexible learning
environments.
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Next, is CAST. Located a short distance north of Boston, CAST is a nonprofit education
research and development organization that works to expand learning opportunities for all
individuals through Universal Design for Learning.
As part of its barrier‐busting mission, CAST offers a number of robust (and free) learning
tools. These tools, designed and tested as part of CAST’s research projects, help educators
and students experience the power of flexible learning environments.
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Although AHEAD focuses on providing disability services in higher education, they also
provide great resources for UDL.
The AHEAD Board of Directors launched the Universal Design Initiative in 2001 in support
of AHEAD’s mission to “dynamically address current and emerging issues with respect to
disability, education, and accessibility to achieve universal access.”
Their Universal Design Initiative was established to:
‐ promote the concepts of universal design in higher education
‐ explore strategies that can be used by AHEAD members in promoting universal design
concepts in their institutions
‐ identify readily achievable strategies to promote access to the curriculum for diverse
populations promote new conceptualizations of disability
‐ provide resources and training in these emerging philosophies to the AHEAD members
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This concludes my presentation on Universal Design for learning.
• UDL is defined as Instruction that allows flexibility in how information is presented and
conveyed
• There are 3 primary principle of UDL, which are based on neuroscience research. These
principles provide the underlying framework for the Guidelines. Multiple means of
representation, action and expression, and engagement.
• Create Content First, then Design the Course – Begin with the end in mind
• Implement backward Design = Objectives > Assessments
• Model and Teach Good Discussion Board Etiquette
• If you implement Accessibility features, UDL will be automatic
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